Biafran independence struggle fails

By United Press International

PORTO NOVO, Dahomey—The head of the Biafran army said its forces are ready to resume offensive campaigns against the Nigerian Army, which has been under attack by Biafran troops.

The Nigerian government's failure to meet its financial obligations to the Biafran government has led to the conclusion that a military attack is necessary to restore the balance of power.

The sources said that the Biafran army is ready to launch an offensive against Lagos, the capital of Nigeria, and to advance towards the border with Cameroon.

The Nigerian government has refused to recognize the Biafran state and has demanded the unconditional surrender of all Biafran forces. The Biafran government has rejected these demands and has called for a ceasefire.

The Biafran forces are currently divided into two main components: the Central Army and the Eastern Army. The Central Army is based in the eastern part of the country and is composed of troops loyal to the Biafran government.

The Eastern Army, on the other hand, is composed of troops loyal to the Nigerian government and is based in the western part of the country.

The Biafran government has announced that it will continue to resist the Nigerian government's attempts to restore control over the region.

In a statement, the Biafran government said: "We will continue to fight until our land is free and our people are free. We will not be intimidated by the Nigerian government's threats and demands."

The Nigerian government has responded by calling for a ceasefire and for the Biafran government to withdraw its forces from the region.

The situation remains tense and there are reports of clashes between the two sides.

Robinson announces rent rate for housing in the superblock

By CLAUDIA COHEN

The University will be providing substandard housing for the superblock, which will close on Monday, October 11.

The decision was made after a review of the housing situation, which showed that the current rate of $840 to $1020 is not sufficient to cover the costs of maintaining the buildings.

"The current rate is not enough to cover the costs of maintaining the buildings," said University President Robinson.

"The University will be providing substandard housing for the superblock in order to ensure that the buildings are properly maintained and that the students have a safe and comfortable living environment.

"The new rate will go into effect on Monday, October 11, and will remain in effect until the buildings are sold.

"I urge all students to make sure that they are aware of the new rate and to make plans to adjust their housing arrangements accordingly."
(Continued from page 1)
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Dedicated to Chi Guevara.
The premiere that never happened.

HANS WERNER HENZE

"THE RAFT OF THE FRIGATE 'MEDUSA'"

The Daily Pennsylvania

The recent figures were reached last week, The University's Task and Fees Committee must now approve the figure for it to take effect.

Dedication

On the cover art project approximately $2,500 to construct and set up the 15-foot-high diorama sits a replica of a peace symbol. But as of now only 500 or so have been designed—mainly by students—to pay for the new year. Mr. Russell disclosed.

Although Mr. Russel said he did not know the purpose of the project about "not the boat," he said he was hopeful that students would support the peace symbol financially.

"If formally concerned there will not be a plan at the bottom anxiety" Mr. Russell and the council would be presented for public consideration for the new peace movement of the occupied campus and the site of the peace symbol. Between Van Pelt and Marheit libraries the new peace symbol would be in full sight. The dedication will be either about in the afternoon or early in the evening.

The peace symbol is presently housed in the Fine Arts Building. As it was constructed by faculty and graduate fine arts students, workmen from the Fine Arts Department and students in Mr. Russell's office will have to put the symbol to the ground. The peace symbol (peace symbol or heart) is made of plaster and will be displayed for students and visitors.

The new peace symbol will be moved to the site of the peace symbol. Between Van Pelt and Marheit libraries the new peace symbol would be in full sight. The dedication will be either about in the afternoon or early in the evening.

Dedication (Continued from page 1)

Mr. Russell said yesterday that about 20,000 students would be on campus for the dedication. Mr. Russell was also convinced that the suffering of Biafrans was also the war that was one of the most costly and bloodiest wars in the world was that a punitive blood bath.

The war that followed was one of the most bloody and bloodiest wars in the world. The war was the war of the Biafran Republic of Nigeria on May 30, 1967.
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The new peace symbol will be moved to the site of the peace symbol. Between Van Pelt and Marheit libraries the new peace symbol would be in full sight. The dedication will be either about in the afternoon or early in the evening.

The peace symbol is presently housed in the Fine Arts Building. As it was constructed by faculty and graduate fine arts students, workmen from the Fine Arts Department and students in Mr. Russell's office will have to put the symbol to the ground. The peace symbol (peace symbol or heart) is made of plaster and will be displayed for students and visitors.
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Bell Telephone Laboratories Inc.
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If you want practical experience in all phases of business operation and management, attend the biggest social klotch on campus, join (not heel) The D.P. Business staff.
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ARE YOU TRULY A NON-CONFORMIST?

ARE YOU WILLING TO QUESTION THE BELIEFS OF THE MAJORITY?

ARE YOU OPEN MINDED ENOUGH TO LISTEN AND DISCUSS QUESTIONS WITH THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PAN HELLENIC ASSOCIATION CONCERNING SORORITIES?

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 14th AND THURSDAY JAN. 15th, FROM 7-8

Members Of Panhel will visit every suite lounge in Hill.

Specific Times for each suite are posted on the Bulletin boards at Hill and in the individual loungers.

Red and Blue briefs

* * * *

TOM HUTCHISON (cont) STAN STARRREID, backcourt specialist, started the second half and led the team to a 14-point lead. The Quakers went on to recover when the Eagles made the Palestra to play LaSalle in February.

* * * *

DAN STEVENS will captain Penn's #40 basketball team, which will have back all three 1969 second-teamers: ELIO PIAZZA (most outstanding), KARL THOMSON (most improved), and BOB CHILD (standing forward).

Quaker cagers own 11-1 log

(Continued from page 6)

Dave Wohl dribbled away precious seconds. And the little guard scored 13 of 15 charity tosses in the final minutes this season) rallied for the second remaining.

The Quakers pushed the ball in the final minutes only after the initial win over Princeton. After holding the ball for 11:15 after the opening tip, they forced an overall 1:15 after the opening tap, the Quakers couldn't get the ball to the for-

Purdue's pressure defense as Wohl, and the other two starters in the opening twenty minutes that season with the most satisfying of his career--the personal fouls--and Mount's best personal fouls--and Mount's best one-half performance of his career--28 points on nine-for-13 from the floor—sent the 'Boilermakers into the finals against Bob Lanier and

Dave Wohl's 13 of 15 charity tosses in the final minutes this season) rallied for the second remaining.
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FOOTBALL

The Quakers breezed by Boston College at Holy Cross.

* * * *

Girls hockey team (11-1-1) final game the girls encountered their oppo-

For the TV-owning sports fans,

The Wharton Grads reached the All-University Final by romping over the Law School All Stars 37-0. For the Wharton Grads, the undergraduate champions.
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Streaking Quakers earn plaudits for 1-1 log

Opposing coaches talk
Penn as Ivy favorite

MARVIN DASH

By Marvlin Dash

Needing a victory last Tuesday against Dartmouth, undefeated this past week, the Penn basketball team upped its record to 11-1 and picked up a few more plaudits along the way.

The laurel to join the ranks of the unseeded were the Big Green's George Hickey and Dave Linfoot. Hickey and the Cornellians staged 86-70 and 71 comments respectively to the Quakers at the Palestra this past weekend, both coaches tipped the Red and Blue as the Ivy's top team this season, and both coaches praised the city's Ivy - and the best in the Ivy - best-known newspaper.

Penn and noblest Princeton.

"We certainly weren't thanking," admitted Coach Harry primer after the relatively easy win Friday and Saturday nights. "I didn't have to take any of the credit," he chuckled. "I don't think they're even worth the price of admission, much less the price of admission.

Hickey spent once; once is again enough. Big Bobby tosses in 53 utterly unemotional on the court. That meant there isn't more if he hadn't been a ballplayer, becomes a Quaker re-

sight. . .He's automatic. . .I think he's even better than

suitable adjectives: "Probably the best 6-8 shooter I've ever

stars: Boston College's Jim O'Brien, Cincinnati's Jim Ard,

Hummer. Neither attempt  got noted in the recordbooks,

contest -- with the reserves playing half the game. All it

proved was the wisdom of the Bulletin's Frank Brady, who,

"Well, we needed a win. It's about time," muttered

"Yeah, I had a shrimp cocktail before the game," re-

New York, Quaker defensemen Hugh

travel to Army Sat.

Opposing coaches tab

Notching Ivy League victories over Princeton, Dartmouth, and Harvard this season, and that's no small feat in a league that includes Quaker City Tourney runnerup

by Jeff Sterling

"It's not going to be easy, but best sure for ourselves," declared a somewhat disappointed Jim Lynam, coach of the Penn hockey backcourt following recent games in preparation for Thursday's game against Cornell at the first period. The Quakers' strategy worked because the Ivy League regulars couldn't do anything. Well were the top individual efforts in the 85-63 win.

The Quakers proved they could hang with those teams when they fell, but they were still not as good. The 75-69 triumph ended a 10-game straight of 85-63, and it's as close as the final score.

The strategy worked because the Ivy League teams aren't as good this year.

Opposing coaches tab

by Dave Wohl

The Quakers earned their first Ivy victory over Army this season Tuesday night by a score of 94-76.

The Quakers earned their first Ivy victory over Army this season Tuesday night by a score of 94-76.

Freshman
cagers in
Palestine
tail, 8 PM

The Penn freshman basketball team will see its first action this fall, Wednesday, in the first of the four games of the Ivy League's intersquad tournament. The tournament, consisting of eight games, will be held in Philadelphia, with games scheduled for Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. The Quakers, averaging 16-1 points and 8.7 careers a game.
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